"I have become neither a proper experimentalist nor a proper theorist, but a middle man between experiment and theory -and between chemistry and physics" (B 204) .
This remark is a vital clue to Mulliken's contribution to science. In the 1920s the theoretical physicists were forging a new quantum mechanics while their experimental colleagues puzzled over the intricacies of molecular spectra. As a chemical physicist Mulliken appreciated not only the need to base the quantum theory firmly on experiment but also the importance of using it for interpreting the band spectra of diatomic and polyatomic molecules. This process of interpretation occupied most of his scientific life.
After H arkin's death in 1951 Robert Mulliken undertook the preparation of a Biographical Memoir of his old teacher for the National Academy of Sciences; the memoir (B 239) was eventually published in 1975.
H a r v a r d
In 1921 Robert was awarded a fellowship by the National Research Council, to enable him to develop some ideas of his own. "My first proposal" he writes in the Reminiscences (B 204) "was to go to Cambridge to work with R utherford on a project in /Lray spectroscopy, but the fellowship board did not approve. So I found another promising area of investigation in the isotope effect in band spectra". At the resolution then obtainable, the emission spectra of molecules appeared to consist of bands, quite unlike the lines in the spectra of atoms. "I found some reproduced photographs in a published article by Wilfred Jevons on what was supposed to be the BN spectrum. Jevons had not said anything about there being bands of two isotopes, but it seemed clear theoretically that there ought to be, and I soon found in Jevons' published photographs a number of extra bandheads in the positions to be expected for the less abundant isotope of boron" (B 204) .
It was a student friend, Norman Hillberry, who had suggested to Robert Mulliken that he combine his interest in isotopes with the then hot topic of band spectra and look for isotope effects in molecular electronic spectra. Many years later [in Molecular orbitals in chemistry, physics and biology: a tribute to R.S. Mulliken (ed. P.-O. Lowdin and B. Pullman), p.3. New York: Academic Press (1964) , Charles Coulson recalls some advice he received about band spectra from R.H. Fowler at Cambridge: "D on't take that up unless you are prepared to spend all your life at it. It's a full-time job, and if you want to be free to dabble in other topics as they arise, keep away from band spectra". Robert Mulliken somehow managed to do both.
So in 1923 Mulliken went as a National Research Council post-doctoral fellow to the Jefferson Physical Laboratory at Harvard, where F.A. Saunders (of RussellSaunders coupling) and Theodore Lyman (Pioneer of vacuum spectroscopy) were pushing back the frontiers of experimental spectroscopy.
Professor Saunders provided me with the necessary equipment... and also gave me some of his old plates showing strange-looking bands which he suggested I might like to try to explain -an invitation which I immediately accepted. Another wonderful piece of good fortune for me was that Jevons had obtained his boron nitride spectrum by putting boron trichloride into active nitrogen. This led me to learn that many other beautiful spectra could be obtained by putting other substances into active nitrogen, as had been shown by FJ. Strutt, later Lord Rayleigh. (B 204).
(Much later Mulliken was lucky enough to observe a display of ball lightning, and noticed that its colour was remarkably similar to that of active nitrogen.)
Robert concluded, however, from careful measurements of the isotope effect, that Jevons' "boron nitride" spectrum was really due not to BN but to BO. After an exchange of letters in the columns of Nature, in which Jevons said (B 204) that o f course the spectrum was that of BN, because it was obtained by putting BC3 into active nitrogen, Mulliken finally wrote to Jevons, at the suggestion of R.T. Birge, suggesting that they meet to talk things over. Eventually, in the summer of 1925, "I visited Jevons who explained that his letter to Nature was not really his own idea, but that the department head put him up to it; so we got this matter straightened out". The identity of the said department head is not recorded.
There was more to the BO story than the above account might suggest. In order to obtain really good agreement between theory and experiment it was necessary to suppose, not only that the spectrum was due to BO rather than BN, but also that the lowest energy level of a quantum vibrator has half a quantum of vibrational energy rather than no energy at all. Mulliken pointed this out in another letter to Nature (B 13); a year or two later the concept of zero-point energy emerged from the new quantum mechanics.
Besides Saunders and Lyman the faculty at Harvard included E.C. Kemble the molecular theorist and P.W. Bridgman the high pressure physicist. R obert's contem poraries included J.R. Oppenheimer and J.H. van Vleck, as well as John Slater, Sam Allison and Louis Slichter with whom he shared living quarters at various times. "My first real understanding of Robert Mulliken", writes Slater in tribute to R.S. Mulliken, "came when, after a sleepless night in which he had been kept awake by the flashes [of trolley cars in the street], he said, £What beautiful copper arcs!' He had been looking at them with his pocket replica grating, which he always had with him".
While conducting his own research in the Jefferson Laboratory, Mulliken read what he could of the spectroscopic literature. The leading book on the subject was Sommerfeld's Atombauund Spektrallinien, which included an up-to-date chapter on band spectra. "Doubtless stimulated by Sommerfeld's book, I made efforts to bring new order into the data on band spectra, using the old quantum theory, where things centred round the phase integral /p d q as discussed in Max Born's iiber Atomm echanik" (B 204). Mulliken acquired his own copy of Sommerfeld's book in 1925, just before the new quantum theory rose like a phoenix from the ashes of the Old. His ability to profit from such an investment testifies to his early mastery of scientific German, part of the essential equipment of any serious physicist.
The theoretical physicists were still groping for principles that might account for the properties of atoms and molecules, but Robert Mulliken was happy to use existing formulae for summarizing the spectroscopic data.
This [Max Born's] quantum condition worked pretty well in many respects for the understanding of the fine structures as well as the vibrational structures of band spectra, but there were some puzzling things about quarter-integral and half-integral quantum numbers. In this connection the Kramers-Pauli molecular rotational energy formula of 1923 g nlhc = in which a could be understood as electronic angular momentum along the internuclear axis and £ as electronic angular momentum along the direction of the resultant of this with the nuclear rotational angular momentum, seemed to be useful, but not entirely satisfactory (B 204).
Physical theory had, apparently, disintegrated into a number of separate fragments, each encapsulating a few grains of truth, but with little connection between them. Bohr had enunciated his A u f b a u p r i n z i pf or the periodic system of the atoms in 1922-23, and Sommerfeld had given a beautiful survey of the subject in his but electron spin had yet to be discovered, and the Exclusion Principle was still years away.
The complexities of band spectra presented a challenge to the taxonomist in Robert Mulliken. "My efforts towards a better understanding and classification of the struc tures of bands led naturally to attempts also to understand molecular electronic states as more or less like those of atoms. At first it looked as if the lower energy levels of BeF, Co + , CN, MgF, AlO, SiN, etc (B 204) . The isoelectronic principle promised to yield important insights in molecular spectroscopy as well as in molecular structure, and was to dominate much of Mulliken's later work. O ther spectroscopists, including Mecke, Birge, Sponer and Hulthen, had glimpsed some of these regularities, but it was not until the advent of the new quantum theory that Hund and Mulliken could account for them in a principled fashion.
A t r i p t o E u r o p e
During the tenure of his National Research Fellowship Robert managed to save enough money to travel, and confidently invited himself to visit many of the leading spectroscopists in Europe. In the summer of 1925 he and Sam Allison crossed the Atlantic together by ship. In London Jevons kindly introduced him to a number of British scientists, including A. Fowler at Imperial College. Lord Rayleigh invited him to breakfast, and in Cambridge he and F.W. Aston discussed their common interest in isotopes. He recalls that Aston also gave him a demonstration of rock-climbing along one wall of his college: "though not hazardously -on a ledge only one foot above the ground" (B 204) .
After a brief detour through France, where he discussed with F. Baldet the comet-tail bands of CO +, Robert made for Germany. In Bonn he introduced himself to H. Kaiser and R. Mecke; in Munster, to A. Kratzer; and in Gottingen, to James Franck and H ertha Sponer. "In Max Born's Institute of Theoretical Physics I was especially interested in talking with Hund, who was then Born's assistant" (B 204) . This was the beginning of a firm and lasting scientific friendship, with wide-ranging implications for the future of molecular physics.
After a visit to Berlin, where he called on the great atomic spectroscopist Paschen at the Technische Hochschule, Robert travelled to Denmark to meet Niels Bohr. Bohr was at his seaside home in the country, but came to the railroad station on his bicycle to meet Mulliken; they walked back to the house, to be greeted by Bohr's charming and remarkable wife and their five stalwart sons. Mulliken asked Bohr his opinion about the Rydberg states of molecules -those in which one electron has been excited into a particularly large orbit -but Bohr's reply is not recorded. A visit to Lund to meet Erik Hulthen, and the glorious summer ended with a trip to the Dolomites in the company of Sam Allison and Hermann Mark, and M ark's wife Mimi who found it very tiring. Robert Mulliken, so self-effacing in ordinary company, had firmly established himself as a member of the international scientific community.
N e w Y o r k U n i v e r s i t y
In the fall of 1926, again at the suggestion of Norman Hillberry, Robert moved from Harvard to take up an appointment as Assistant Professor of Physics at the Washing ton Square branch of New York University. He took the opportunity to widen his knowledge of physics and to initiate some more experimental work on diatomic spectra, as well as writing up his joint work at Harvard on the nitric oxide bands. But the most memorable event of the period for Robert was his second visit to Europe, in the summer of 1927. The spin of the electron had now been discovered, Pauli had proposed his Exclusion Principle and Heisenberg had formulated the new quantum mechanics. On a less ethereal plane, Lindberg had just completed his first solo flight across the Atlantic, and Paris was still rocking with the celebrations when Robert arrived there on his way to spend the summer in Gottingen. His recollections of that period are of particular historical interest, and are worth quoting extenso: The united-atom approach to the electronic structure of diatomic molecules was, it seems, developed independently by Hund and by Mulliken, between their first en counter in Gottingen in 1925 and their second meetings there in 1927. Hund had worked out his ideas in the first two papers of a series entitled "Zur Deutung der Molekelspektren", prepared while he was in Copenhagen on an International Educa tion Fellowship. When they met again in 1927 there was much to discuss. In a recent letter to the author Professor Hund has written, with singular generosity: E x p l a n a t io n s A certain amount of theoretical background is needed in order to appreciate these remarks. The electrons of an atom used to be regarded as moving round the nucleus in something like planetary orbits; in the new quantum theory they are assigned to states of motion called "orbitals", rather like standing waves. An atomic orbital is identifiable by three "quantum numbers", n, l and m, related to its energy, angular momentum and orientation; n can take any of the values 1, 2, 3, etc.; / ranges from 0 up to n-1 , and m can take any value from -/ to + / inclusive. For purely histor reasons, having to do with the appearance of certain spectral lines, orbitals with the / values 0,1, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc., are assigned the labels s, p, d, f, g, h, etc., respectively. Thus the symbol Is denotes an orbital with n= 1 and /= stands for a set of three atomic orbitals with 2 and (m having the alternative values -1, 0 or + 1).
The internal states of a one-electron atom such as H or He + are fully specified when one has assigned values to n, l, m and the electron spin. In an atom with several electrons the repulsion between the electrons complicates the picture, but simplicity can be restored (at the cost of accuracy) by a bold approximation known as the Aufbauprinzip. This principle asserts that each electron in a many-electron atom may be regarded as moving in its own orbital, under the joint influence of the nucleus and all the other electrons. According to the Exclusion Principle, not more than two electrons can occupy the same orbital (and then only if they have opposite spins); so in its ground state the neon atom (with atomic number 10) has 2 electrons in the Is orbital, 2 in the 2s orbital and 6 in the 2p orbitals -a configuration represented by the symbol ls 22s22p6. Since no more accommodation is available in the orbitals with or n=2,such a configuration is described as a "closed shell"; the rare gas atoms He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe and Rn all have closed-shell configurations in their ground states. When an atom is suitably irradiated, one or more of its electrons is excited into an orbital of higher energy; when the electron falls back again light is emitted, and this light constitutes the emission spectrum of the atom.
Molecules are more complicated than atoms because they contain two or more nuclei as well as a number of electrons. In a diatomic molecule (to take the simplest example) the two nuclei may circle round one another, or the bond between them may oscillate in length, or both, while the electrons are executing a dance of their own. The problem in the 1920s was to understand the relation between all these types of motion. The dynamics of the nuclear motion -of molecular rotation and vibration -were fairly well understood; what was needed was a systematic classification of the electronic states of molecules comparable with the existing theory of the states of atoms.
The idea that Hund and Mulliken used for solving this problem was simple and ingenious. One could, of course, regard a diatomic molecule as formed by the union of two atoms, but to do so would result in a description more complicated than that of a single atom, because of the need to do justice to the complex interaction between the two atoms. So why not think of a diatomic molecule as formed from a single atom by dividing its nucleus into two and pulling the two pieces apart? Adopting such a "united atom " approach, one would regard the hydrogen molecule H 2 as derived from a helium atom rather than two separate hydrogen atoms. In the "fission" of the He nucleus into a pair of H nuclei the Is orbital of the two electrons would deform into a "molecular orbital" -the phrase was Mulliken's -symmetrical about the internuclear axis, but still able to accommodate the two electrons very comfortably.
One of the most daunting aspects of molecular spectroscopy is the bewildering complexity of its notation. When Mulliken entered the subject, spectroscopic notation was much simpler, but so was the underlying taxonomy of states and transitions. Mulliken always attached the greatest importance to notation, and was the author of a number of influential publications on the subject (B 55, B 78, B 100, B164). Many of Mulliken's notational distinctions reflect symmetry differences between molecular states or molecular orbitals; one such symbolism (first introduced by Hund) is the use of the lower case Greek letters o, 7t, d, etc., for molecular orbitals with 0, 1, 2, etc., units of angular momentum about a molecular axis. Thus in the "united atom" representation the molecular orbital of the two electrons of H 2 would be described as a lc7g orbital, "1" indicating its relation to the Is helium orbital, "a " implying its zero angular momentum (cylindrical symmetry) about the molecular axis, and "g" indicating its "even" parity with respect to the molecular centre.
The complementary "separated atom" view regards this molecular orbital as formed by the in-phase overlap of two Is orbitals and denotes the result by the symbol a gls; the molecular orbital formed by the out-of-phase overlap of the two Is orbitals is denoted by < 7uls. As the two H nuclei are brought into coincidence the latter molecular orbital turns into a 2p orbital of the united atom, so in this representation it is written 2pcru. The fact that in H e a 2p atomic orbital is higher in energy than a 2s orbital is seen as an indication that an electron in cruls will have a higher energy than one in crgls, and leads to the concept of electron "promotion". By correlating the orbitals of a diatomic molecule in this way with those of the united atom and the separated atoms it is possible to make useful predictions about the approximate location of their excited states; the use of such "correlation diagrams" has since become a standard technique in electronic spectroscopy and the electronic theory of chemical reactions.
Co m p e t i n g i d e a s
In the summer of 1927, during this second visit to Europe, Robert Mulliken visited Zurich to see Schrodinger, who introduced him to two young physicists called Heitler and London. They had just published a paper on the chemical bond between two hydrogen atoms, and they explained their ideas to Robert, who listened without enthusiasm. Their approach was quite different from his in aiming to account for the binding energy in terms of "electron exchange" between the two atoms. They had, moreover, actually done some calculations and found a binding energy of the right order of magnitude. Hund and Mulliken had not done any calculations on the energy of two electrons in a lcrg orbital, so they could only surmise that this would lead to a bound state of H 2. In due course, after Lennard-Jones had introduced the LCAO approximation [Trans.Faraday Soc. 25, 668 (1929) ], it became clear that neither the H eitler-London nor the molecular orbital method was at all accurate in its "pure" form, but that what was needed was something in between.
In the years that followed, the work of Heitler and London was taken up by Slater and by Pauling, "but for a long time not much was said about Slater", remarks Mulliken in an interview with Thomas Kuhn in 1964. "Pauling was much the better showman. At any rate, now it's the 'H eitler-London-Slater-Pauling' theory or the 'valence bond' theory or whatever you call it" (B 238). Linus Pauling is best known to chemists for his book The nature o f the chemical bond which reviewed the structures of a wide range of molecules in terms of his "resonance theory", an intuitive extension of the valence bond theory. For his work on molecular structure, both theoretical and experimental, he was awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1954.
Pauling made a special point in making everything sound as simple as possible and in that way making it very popular with the chemists but delaying their understanding of the true [complexity of electronic structure]. He left them with a pretty crude idea and made them feel that that was satisfactory, whereas something better could have been done... The molecular orbital approach is really better for calculations; the valence bond method required great flocks of resonance structures when the molecule got complicated, and to make any calculations with those is still just about hopeless. (B238)
Comparing their approaches Michael Kasha has written: Robert Mulliken's personality prevented his presentation of his knowledge of Molecular Orbital Theory, either in writing or in speech, in any manner comparable with that of Linus Pauling. The contrast between these two men may be the best example we have of the major role that personality may play in the development of a science. 
T h e u n i v e r s i t y o f C h i c a g o
In the fall of 1928, after resisting other temptations, Robert accepted an Associate Professorship in Physics at the University of Chicago. He was on the crest of a wave, having recently published two important papers. One of these (B 41) dealt with the electronic structures of first-row diatomics such as BO and CN; the other (B 45) interpreted one of the atmospheric absorption bands of the oxygen molecule. Mulliken identified this band as arising from a "forbidden" transition from the ^2 g-ground state of the molecule to a 12 g+ upper state belonging to the same configuration; the theory further predicted that there must be a low-lying 1 Ag state with an energy intermediate between the two, and that there should be a second weak system of atmospheric oxygen bands in the near infrared resulting from a forbidden transition to this state, a brilliant prediction that was soon confirmed experimentally.
At Chicago Robert was allotted a larger spectroscopic laboratory, in the basement of Eckhart Hall, where the layout included a 21 foot and a 30 foot circle for the installation of concave grating spectrographs. He was promised a good 30 foot grating, to be ruled on one of A.A. Michelson's ruling engines; but the long delay in its installation "dampened my enthusiasm for taking part personally in the detailed analysis of molecular spectra, and influenced me thereafter towards more theoretical developments The quotation is from his autobiography (B 250), written half a century later; the separation turned out to be permanent.
A new union was, however, soon to be consummated. In the summer of 1929 Robert was called upon to take an attractive young lady home from a party. On a previous occasion, in Gottingen, his natural shyness had led him to decline a social invitation from a most eligible young student, Maria Goppert, but this time he would make no such mistake. (Many years later, after her marriage to Joseph Mayer, Maria shared a Nobel Prize in Physics for her work on nuclear structure.) Mary Helen Noe was no scientist, but Robert had decided that one scientist in a marriage was enough, and the friendship soon ripened into romance. Robert was attracted by Mary H elen's tall, slender beauty and her talents as an artist. They were married on Christmas Eve 1929 at the Episcopal Church; after a week in a Chicago hotel they postponed the remainder of their honeymoon until the following spring, when Robert was due to visit Europe as a Guggenheim Fellow.
T h e G u g g e n h e i m F e l l o w s h ip
It was arranged that Mulliken should take his Guggenheim Fellowship in two six-month instalments, the first to be spent in Leipzig in the spring of 1930. Knowing that science would soon be dominating his life again, R obert arranged a grand tour with his bride, taking in the Canary Islands, Morocco and Sicily. We learn rather little about the time in Leipzig itself, except that Hund, Heisenberg and Erich Hiickel were there, and also Edward Teller, then Heisenberg's assistant.
Hiickel's paper "Q uantentheorie der Doppelbindung" [Z. Physi/c 60, 423 (1930) ] was largely complete, but not his best-known paper [Z. 70, 204-286 (1931) ], which enunciated the famous (4 n + 2)-electron rule. The latter was started in Leipzig and finished in Stuttgart; in it Hiickel expresses thanks to Hund and Heisenberg for discussions on the quantum mechanics, as well as to his brother W alther on the organic chemistry.
With Teller (B 204) "I had some good conversations ... on molecular problems". Edward Teller was not yet, of course, "the father of the H-bomb"; even nuclear fission was many years ahead, though Mulliken and Teller would eventually find themselves working together on the M anhattan Project in Chicago. In the 1930s Teller made a number of seminal contributions to molecular theory, and it is more than likely that the molecular problems that he and Mulliken discussed on this occasion had to do with symmetry, as this was the subject of a classic paper by Placzek and Teller in 1933 [Z. Physik 81, 209] .
While in Leipzig, R obert's time was mainly devoted to explaining halogen molecular spectra (a recurring theme in his later work) and preparing a series of articles for the Reviews o f Modem Physics. "This Fellowship activity was not very interesting for my beautiful young wife. I did not even go to hear a screaming roaring speech by Hitler, though the billboards and the atmosphere were charged with the scarcely believable premonitions of what was ahead" (B 204).
On their return to Chicago the Mullikens established a home for themselves on Dorchester Avenue near the university, and furnished it in style, with oriental rugs and Japanese prints. "Mary Helen was an expert cook, although sometimes the dinner was three hours late. She was also a very good conversationalist, which, though good in itself, considerably inhibited my development in the art of social conversation" (B 250). The marriage was a success in its slightly chaotic way. The Mulliken's first child, Lucia, was born in 1934 and another daughter, Valerie, arrived in 1948.
The second instalment of the Guggenheim fellowship, during the fall and the winter of 1932-33, took the Mulhkens back to Germany via Britain, Holland and Scandinavia. In Gottingen Mary H elen's appendix started to rumble and she had to stay in hospital for several days. When they got to Berlin she had it taken out, by a surgeon who had done the same for Marlene Dietrich. They returned via Switzerland, Holland and England. At a lecture he was asked to give in Cambridge, Robert was pleasantly surprised to see Paul Dirac sitting in the front row.
D ia t o m ic a n d p o l y a t o m ic m o l e c u l e s
While Mary Helen was in hospital in Gottingen, Robert briefly escaped to Darm stadt to see Gerhard Herzberg. Although eight years younger than Mulliken, Herzberg was already well known for his work on the electronic spectra of diatomic molecules, and by 1930 "he had progressed so far in research that I was eagerly awaiting his publications as they appeared" (B 250). Heitler and Herzberg 17, 673 (1929) ] had just established that the nuclei in ordinary N 2 obey Bose statistics, and Mulliken, aware of their work, had begun to consider in more detail the effect of symmetry on the spectra of diatomic molecules. His own articles on diatomic spectra -written largely in Leipzig in 1930 and in Chicago in 1931 and published in Reviews o f Modem Physics (1930-32) -covered the subject pretty thoroughly, and he had thought of putting them together into a book. (D. A. Ramsay in his foreword to Selected papers o f Robert S. Mulliken (B 238) writes that Herzberg used to keep a bound copy of these articles on his personal library shelf in Ottawa for ready reference; later, at Robert Mulliken s 50th Anniversary Meeting in Chicago, G erhard Herzberg acknowledged the great influence of Mulliken's work on his own.) There was, however, one important topic that Herzberg seemed to understand and Mulliken did not, namely the diffusen ess of certain spectral bands that arises from "predissociation", or in some cases pre-ionization. "Because I felt pretty ignorant on the subject, which seemed rather important, I gave up my above-mentioned plans to publish a book on diatomic spectra ... Soon after, Herzberg came out with an excellent book on diatomic spectra. This was followed by other always excellent books on infrared and Raman spectra, and later on Meantime, however, Mulliken had embarked upon a long series of papers on the structure and spectra of polyatomic molecules, papers which he later considered had earned him the Nobel Prize. They form the meat of Part III of the Selected papers, sandwiched between an article on chemical bonding and one on electronegativity. The unifying idea of the series is that the orbitals available to the electrons of a molecule may be classified into different "species", according to the way in which they are transformed by the rotations and reflections of the molecular symmetry group. Just as atomic orbitals are classifiable as "even" or "odd", according as they are preserved or reversed in sign under geometrical inversion, so it is with the orbitals of a symmetrical molecule; and the higher the molecular symmetry the richer the classification of its molecular orbitals. Mulliken records that he was made aware of the group-theoretical approach by J.H. van Vleck, the co-founder with Hans Bethe of the so-called crystal field theory; the notation he adopted for the various species: alg, a2u, elu, etc., was, however, taken from Placzek's classification of molecular vibrations. As Charles Coulson later wrote, in an appreciation of Mulliken's work for the Royal Society:
His classification of levels according to their symmetry properties is now universal. It is the application of symmetry concepts which has given his method [its influence on quantum chemistry], because it has made possible simple, pictorial but very useful answers to many problems. J Mulliken's study of u.v. spectra led him to consider problems of intensity. He provided the standard formula used for calculating/values, and, in particular, discussed what happens in a technically forbidden transition, when, as a result of molecular vibration, the full symmetry is slightly broken. The interpretation of these 'forbidden' transitions and the picture of their polyatomic and radical spectra" (B 250). (Like many lesser mortals, Mulliken h Herzberg in uniquely high regard: a peer from whom he continued to learn through* his life.) intensity as 'stolen' from some other allowed transition, was an essential step in understanding polyatomic spectra, and changes in molecular shape on excitation.
The new quantum chemistry had, however, its Achilles' heel. The old Lewis-Langmuir-Sidgwick theory of the chemical bond accounted quite well for the molecular structures of most known substances but frankly admitted defeat with some of them, such as cyclo-butadiene, which ought to be stable, and diborane, which ought not. In that golden age of valency theory it was taken for granted that the strength of any theory lay in its power to make strange predictions and cast doubt on existing evidence. Both Pauling and Mulliken, however, were happy to accept the reported structures of troublesome molecules at their face value and "explain" them to the chemist; it took a brave man to call into question the X-ray or electron diffraction data on theoretical grounds alone. John Platt caricatures the theoretical chemistry of the period in an article entitled "Strong inference " [Science, N.Y. 146, 347-353 (1964) 
]:
Professor: 'And thus we see that the C-Cl bond is longer in the first compound than in the second because the percentage of ionic character is smaller'.
Voice from the back of the lecture theatre: 'But, Professor, according to the slide, the C-Cl bond is shorter in th compound'. 'Oh, is it? Well, that's still easy to understand, because the double-bond character is higher in that compound'.
Such an exchange might have been more typical of a lecture on resonance theory than one on molecular orbitals, but in the 1930s it seemed to be accepted in both camps that a theoretical chemist's only duty was to explain the experimental data -never for a moment to doubt its correctness. "As has been pointed out earlier", writes Mulliken in 1931, in an article on the bonding power of electrons, "the formation of stable molecules Cy-Ig, B2H6 and C2H 4, and C2H 2 from the radicals CH3, BH3 and CH2, and CH can be explained [my italics] in the same way as the formation of F2, 0 2 and N2 from fluorine, oxygen and nitrogen atoms". Like Pauling, he saw no reason to doubt that B2H 6 was just two BH3 groups joined together like the CH3 groups in QHg, an issue to which we shall return in a moment.
Noting the popularity of Pauling's concept of electronegativity, originally introduced to account for the exothermicity of such reactions as H 2 + C l2^2 H C l, Mulliken decided to propose an electronegativity scale of his own, though his paper on the subject (B 83) is entitled "A new electroaffinity scale", presumably to avoid accusations of poaching. Mulliken defined the electronegativity of an atom -in a particular valence state, be it noted -as the mean of its ionization potential and its electron affinity. The Mulliken electronegativity turned out to be highly correlated with the Pauling electronegativity, though the latter had been derived solely from thermochemical data. At a time when "semi-empirical" calculations were in vogue, it had a certain success in the rationalisation of bond energies, dipole moments and other molecular parameters.
T h e d i b o r a n e m o l e c u l e
Paper XIII of the series on polyatomic molecules (B 92, listed but not reprinted in the Selected papers) interpreted the electronic structure of diborane, B^, on the assumption that the molecule had a structure like that of QjHg, with a 3-fold symmetry axis. Mulliken later commented as follows (B 250): The interested reader might well be puzzled by the logic of the last three sentences. If it was the business of the molecular orbital theory to make predictions about the structural properties of molecules, how could such predictions be rendered nonsensical -rather than simply false -by evidence that the molecules have "anomalous" structures? The answer lies in the double meaning of the word structure, which might be taken to refer either to the molecular geometry or to the electronic configuration. In a diatomic molecule the only geometrical parameter is the bond length, so the electronic states are relatively easy to enumerate by the molecular orbital theory; but in polyatomic molecules it was necessary in the early days to "spoon feed" the theory with an assumed molecular geometry before any prediction could be made about the electronic ground state. The choice of a plausible geometry was, in many cases, suggested by the Lewis-Langmuir-Sidgwick theory, but in other cases it might be necessary to resort to guesswork. For a given molecular geometry, however, the molecular orbital theory generally seemed to give reliable predictions about the spin and symmetry properties of the ground state and the lowest excited states.
Before the magnetism of diborane was measured, Mulliken had confidently pre dicted in a letter to the Physical Review (B 75) that the B2 Tg molecule -assuming it to have the same geometry as Q>H6 -should be strongly paramagnetic in its ground state: by analogy with the isoelectronic 0 2 molecule it should have a triplet ground state with two electrons of parallel spin in degenerate molecular orbitals. So when, subsequently, B2H6 was found to be diamagnetic, Mulliken must have suspected, even if others did not, that the molecule could not possibly have such a geometry. Was it his natural reluctance to commit himself, or a more deep-seated diffidence about his own ideas, that restrained him from being the first to challenge the electron-diffraction evidence and to break new ground in the theory of valency?
In his post-mortem on Paper XIII Mulliken refers to work in his own laboratory by W.C. Price, whose discovery in 1947 of an intensity alternation in the vibrational-rotational absorption bands of diborane clearly showed that the molecule has a twofold symmetry axis through the boron atoms, as implied by a bridged structure, rather than the threefold axis dem anded by an ethane-like structure. In fact the bridged structure of diborane had been all but established a year or two earlier by R.P. Bell and myself, largely on the basis of its infrared and Raman spectra [Proc. R. Soc. Lond. A 183,357 (1945) ], and it was partly on the strength of this work that Mulliken invited me to join him as a research associate in 1948.
T h e p e r f e c t i o n i s t
Though always well-dressed and courteous, almost to a fault, Robert Mulliken was in some ways surprisingly naive. He hated any kind of simplification, and would not allow himself to say or write anything that might later need qualification; equally, he could not understand his colleagues' impatience with statements so highly qualified as to be almost meaningless, or with theoretical discussions that rambled so far afield as to seem to lose all point. In the papers of the pre-W ar period he used footnotes so abundantly that almost half of each page was devoted to them, and in one of his papers on molecular complexes (B 136) the whole message of the paper was altered by a footnote that he added in proof. As one of his Chicago colleagues put it to me, just after the War: "Teller worries a problem like a dog worries a stick; Mulliken burrows through the problem like a worm".
It may have been Mulliken's communicative ineptness that held back his election to the U.S. National Academy of Sciences till after that of Linus Pauling, five years his junior. For two or three years he had been waiting for the call: was he not one of America's best scientists? Eventually, in the Spring of 1936, at a meeting of the Academy in Washington, he learned that he had been elected a member. Ava Helen Pauling greeted him affectionately, even though Linus, who had been a member for three years, was his chief scientific rival. Who knows how profoundly the development of quantum chemistry might have been affected if some fairy godmother had ex changed the personalities of the two scientists in infancy?
T h e m i d d l e p e r i o d
For a year or two after his election to the National Academy Robert suffered from a sense of anti-climax, but he was soon back in action, producing a series of ten papers on the intensities of electronic transitions. Many of these papers were concerned with small molecules such as C 0 2, N 0 2, S0 2 and C102, in which the bond angle decreases steadily with the number of valence electrons. His discussion of the changes in ionization energy and orbital energy along the A 0 2 series was later broadened into a comprehensive set of rules -now known as the Walsh-Mulliken rules -for predicting the shapes of small polyatomic molecules. Another seminal paper in this series predicted that a hydrocarbon with two conjugated double bonds should have not 2 but 4 states of double-bond excitation; Mulliken also predicted important differences between the intensities of corresponding transitions in the cis and the trans isomers of molecules such as butadiene.
In 1937 he was invited to speak after a Trustees' dinner at the University of Chicago and chose as his subject "Science and the scientific attitude" (B 98). Though rather heavy going, the speech does contain some striking sentences: Nature plays the perfect sphinx and is completely adamant to every clumsy attempt to force the locks that guard her secrets. Yet to the man who finds the correct combination for one of these, i.e. the truth, she yields without the slightest resistance .... When the scientist does finally find such an idea, there is often something very intimate in his feelings of communion with nature.
This sense of communion with nature, as R obert explains elsewhere (B 250), is quite distinct from pleasure in the beauty of a scientific law or the elegance of a theory. He never had much taste for theoretical physics, and never thought of himself as one of its practitioners. While a graduate student at Chicago he had been introduced to the old quantum theory by R.A. Millikan, but had found it "an awful mess" (B 204). When the new quantum theory arrived in 1925, in the form of Heisenberg's matrix mechanics, Robert felt unhappy that he couldn't take it up straight away, but his reaction to the Schrodinger equation was one of relief that "it wasn't quite so bad". When Thomas Kuhn asked him "How aware were you of quantum mechanics as a whole and of the sorts of problems it was running into?" he replied, with disarming frankness: "I was not concerned or aware of the most fundamental problems. I was interested in molecules and atoms and spectra; the theory was something to help understand them " (B 204).
In 1939 one of Mulliken's Ph.D. students, Ole G. Landsverk, discovered in the arc spectrum of graphite some interesting new bands which clearly belonged to the Q molecule. Mulliken interpreted these bands (B 102) as arising from a previously unknown upper state. By an injustice of history they are the only bands to which Mulliken's name was ever attached.
The last papers of the pre-W ar period were concerned with a new interest of R obert's, in what he called "hyperconjugation". The term was intended to suggest that a methyl group might conjugate weakly with a neighbouring double bond -an idea that had been mooted at various times by Hiickel, Pauling and Wheland. 1941 and 1942 saw the publication of four joint papers on the subject by Robert Mulliken and Carol Rieke. The idea never bore much fruit. Years later, after a running controversy with Michael Dewar on the subject, Robert more or less abandoned it.
In the latter part of 1942, after the entry of the United States into the Second World War, the headquarters of the M anhattan Project was established at the University of Chicago, with A rthur H. Compton as director and Enrico Fermi as leader of the research team. Robert was given the job of Director of the Information Division, and his work on molecules ground to a halt. In the years 1943-46 he seems to have published only two papers, one of them entitled "Remarks on a possible division of spectroscopy in the American Physical Society". To all appearances his scientific career was over.
T h e p o s t -w a r y e a r s
As soon as the W ar was finished, however, life began again for R obert Mulliken. John R. Platt joined the departm ent as Assistant Professor of Physics, and the laboratory filled with students and postdoctoral associates, supported first by the Rockefeller Foundation and later by the Office of Naval Research. Much later, Platt was to write [Science, N.Y. 11 November 1966, 745-7] :
It is hard to convey an adequate idea of Mulliken's productivity. Over the years he built up an indexed reprint collection which now contains over 50,000 reprints, and he has always worked a 14-hour day, from 10 a.m. to midnight...
Mulliken's productivity is particularly striking when one considers his habit of including new considerations and continually revising and rewriting his manuscripts -to the despair of secre taries and editors -right up to the final stage of proof. But he also reads and conscientiously criticizes scores of other men's manuscripts that are sent to him as friend or referee... this steady influence behind the scenes may possibly have done as much for progress in quantum chemistry as the direct influence of his own publications...
In his manner, Mulliken has always been calm, courteous, and tolerant. He does not get angry, never swears, never jokes, and never quits, but goes on steadily and good-humouredly to the next item in the mountain of work that seems to be always before him. His lectures are full of intricate details and often run long past the hour. When he is willing to spare the time for it, he is full of interesting anecdotes and is a good host who mixes a good Manhattan; and on his very rare walks in the park he reveals himself to be an amateur botanist who knows the names of more grasses and plants than many professionals.
He is a chain-smoker, and the most vivid image of him that most of his colleagues have is the vision of him pinching the last half-inch of his cigarette with his fingertips and continuing to make fine pencil notes on the margin of a manuscript or reprint while listening to a lecture or taking part in a conversation.
The Laboratory of Molecular Structure and Spectra, as it was named, was equally involved in experimental and theoretical work. An early recruit was Clemens C.J. Roothaan, who later became a member of staff of the Physics Department. Among many well-known scientists who passed through the LMSS over the years were Bigeleisen, Cade, Clementi, Gouterman, Kasha, Kolos, Matsen, McConnell, Nagakura, Orgel, Parr, Person, Price, Ransil, Ruedenberg, Scherr, Shull, Tanaka, Tsubomura, Wahl and Wilkinson. From 1947 onwards the work of the LMSS was reported in a series of thick red volumes; they are an impressive testimony to Mulliken's scientific leadership in the early post-war years.
It was at the summer meeting of the Societe de Chimie Physique in 1948 that I first met Robert Mulliken. "If I remember correctly", he later muses, "I gave a talk on molecular orbital theory lasting one-half day, and Linus Pauling expressed his views at equal length. I had innumerable slides with abundant text in English, which was translated into French after each slide, so that things proceeded rather slowly". Indeed they did, like a Chinese water torture. "Anyway this was a wonderful conference at which I met many old friends and made many new ones".
I invited him to stay as my guest in Balliol College on his way back to Chicago. While he was in Oxford I learned that I had been unsuccessful in an application for a Commonwealth Fellowship, but Robert came to the rescue with an invitation to join him for a year as a Research Associate; I accepted with alacrity and was soon on my way across the Atlantic.
My first assignment was to measure the infrared spectrum of C2D4 (perdeuteroethylene) on the recently acquired Perkin-EImer Infrared Spectrometer. The mat erial was precious (shipped to Chicago from de H em ptinne's laboratory in Belgium as the dibromide) so it would have been unforgivable to waste it. Unfortunately, the vacuum system of the thermocouple was broken, and I had to begin by mending it. This took several days' work on my knees under the instrument with a small glass-blow ing torch. When I finally succeeded, a heedless graduate student immediately broke the vacuum again with his knee. Mulliken kindly agreed that I might abandon the project and carry on with theoretical work instead.
Members of the laboratory used to lunch together at the Quadrangle Club. Enrico Fermi and Edward Teller used to dominate the company, though Sam Allison, John Platt and Harrison Shull managed to keep their end up quite effectively. Harold Urey, when he opened his mouth, was usually sat on. Robert Mulliken said rather little; I had the uncomfortable feeling that "chemists" were only there on sufferance.
In September 1949 Michael Kasha came to the LMSS as a postdoctoral fellow from G. N. Lewis' laboratory in Berkeley. (Robert Mulliken and Gilbert Newton Lewis were old friends; it was in a seminar at Berkeley in 1935 that Mulliken had predicted the structure of the lowest triplet state of ethylene, and Lewis later developed a special enthusiasm for triplet states.) In his delightful memoir Four great personalities in science Kasha recalls his first extended interview with Robert: Robert Mulliken greeted me pleasantly and we sat down together facing his gray steel desk as he pulled out a writing shelf from one side. His blackboard just to the right was unavailable as it was covered completely, in centimetre-high scribbling with many colours of chalk, from edge to edge, marked Do Not Erase throughout. Mulliken took out a pad of paper putting it before me with the invitation, "Now tell me about some of the ideas you have been thinking about". I had carefully outlined in my mind the order in which I would present my best ideas, and how I would develop them. There was a certain tenseness in me, for here I was speaking to the Master of the subject. I started, and Mulliken listened silently, nodded his head slowly, smoked a cigarette, and occasionally said "Hmmn".
I continued. After about fifteen minutes, I had outlined the first idea and waited for a response. Robert Mulliken rocked slowly in his chair, puffed on his cigarette, and said "Hmmn". I went on. Half an hour later, another topic, another "Hmmn". By now, I was feeling troubled. Was I making some colossal error, too frightful to comment on? I began to feel warm, and became apprehensive. I thought my ideas were novel and worthy, but had I blundered, in the amateur's paradise in which we had lived in Berkeley? Then an hour or more had gone by, and I had finished my outline. Early in 1949 R obert saw an abstract of a paper by Benesi and Hildebrand reporting a new spectrum that appeared when iodine was dissolved in benzene. Having studied the spectra of both benzene and iodine vapour Mulliken felt sure he would be able to explain the new spectrum, and he told Joel Hildebrand so when they met at a meeting later that year. His first efforts failed completely, but under pressure to present a paper at an A.C.S. symposium that Hildebrand was organizing he finally came up with a new idea that was substantially correct, and managed to squeeze it into the published version of his paper (B 136) as a footnote at the proof stage.
The idea, which occupied much of his attention for the next few years, was quite simple. If a molecule D with a low ionization potential meets another molecule A with a substantial electron affinity, the donor orbital of D may mix to a certain extent with the acceptor orbital of A. If the mixing is substantial the result is a stable compound, with a coordinate link from D to A; but if the orbital mixing is only slight its effect is to bring into being a low-lying excited state in which an electron is transferred from D to A. The bright colours of molecular complexes arise, essentially, from optical transitions to states of this kind. In the early days such entities were sometimes described as "charge-transfer complexes", but the name is not appropriate, as Mull iken soon realized, unless there is an appreciable transfer of charge from D to A in the ground state.
I think it fair to say that Robert Mulliken's considerable output of papers on molecular complexes were all, essentially, variations on this theme. In 1955 he and Leslie Orgel contemplated writing a book together on the subject, but "somehow our approaches, or our styles, turned out to be so different that we gave up the attem pt" (B 250). In 1960 Robert was invited to give the Fisher Baker Lectures at Cornell and chose molecular complexes as his topic; nine years later a book on molecular com plexes did eventually materialize, with Willis Person as Mulliken's co-author. Event ually the leadership in the subject passed to Saburo Nagakura, himself a former member of the Laboratory of Molecular Structure and Spectra.
N u m b e r c r u n c h i n g
No longer engaged in the harsh realities of experimental work, R obert's imagination began to race on matters theoretical. His survey of LCAO molecular orbital theory in Paris in 1948 had been received with polite incomprehension, but he was determined to show that the MO theory gave a valid picture of what the electrons are "really doing" in molecules. Pauling's notion of "double-bond character" had been matched by Coulson's elegant concept of "bond order", which measured, roughly speaking, the relative phase of the electrons in different parts of a molecule. Mulliken decided, for reasons of his own, to partition the bond order between the atoms involved, and named this process "population analysis". He must have sensed the intellectual distress of some of his colleagues, for in the Reminiscences (B 204) he writes:
So we have to ask, should we try to keep these concepts -do they still have a place -or should they be relegated to chemical history. Among such concepts are electronegativity.... hybridiza tion, population analysis, charges on atoms, even the idea of orbitals ... I think these concepts are in need of continued scrutiny.
His last serious attem pt at old-style theorizing about electronic structure was the "magic formula" paper (B 145). It now makes quaint reading, or rather, viewing. Mulliken's formidable reputation had, however, attracted to the laboratory some of the ablest young quantum chemists of the age, and their efforts were soon to inject some much-needed rigour into the theory of molecular electronic structure. Clemens Roothaan has already been mentioned; another valuable recruit was R obert Parr, one of the architects of the Pariser-Parr-Pople theory of conjugated hydrocarbons.
In April 1950, at an A.C.S. meeting in Detroit, Mulliken undertook to organize a conference on valence theory and what might be done to improve it. The outcome was the famous Shelter Island conference, in September 1951, on Quantum-Mechanical Methods in Valence Theory. The participants included Coulson from England, Kotani from Tokyo and Lowdin from Uppsala. Robert G. Parr and Bryce L. Crawford Jr. acted as secretaries. Emphasis was placed on the importance of both mathematical and computational work on the electronic states of many-electron systems, and the University of Chicago was chosen as a clearing house for information on the requisite mathematical integrals. The quantitative theory of molecular structure was about to be handed over to the electronic digital computer, though in this enterprise Mulliken himself played the role of an enthusiastic bystander rather than an active participant.
The years 1952-53 saw the Mullikens on the move again: to St. John's College, Oxford, where Lucia won all hearts; to Frankfurt, where Hund was now settled, and to Tokyo for a working holiday. In 1954 Robert contracted pneumonia in Chicago, but managed to finish no fewer than nine papers all the same. After spending the year 1955 as U.S. Science Attache in London, he took a little time to pick up the threads of research; but there followed a very active period for the LMSS, both "upstairs", where the diatomic molecule project was well under way, and "downstairs" where Phil Wilkinson was studying the spectra of N2, Q>H4, C6H 6 and some of Mulliken's other favourite molecules.
INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION
By now Robert Mulliken was the leading authority on his subject -the electronic structure and spectra of polyatomic molecules. Honours began to fall upon him thick and fast. In 1956 he was named Ernest de Witt Burton Distinguished Service Professor at the University of Chicago, and in 1961 his appointment was broadened to include chemistry as well as physics. He received from the American Chemical Society the Richards Medal in 1960, the G.N. Lewis Medal in the same year, the Debye Award in 1963, the Kirkwood Award in 1964 and the Gibbs Medal in 1965.
In 1966 Mulliken was awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry. There was a flood of congratulatory letters and telegrams. "One which I specially cherished was a sympath etic and generous letter from Hund, with whom I would have been glad to share the prize". (B 250) The announcem ent came while Robert was in Tallahassee, Florida, where he had recently accepted a visiting research professorship, as an insurance against being pensioned off by Chicago. Michael Kasha, R obert's host, recalls Mary H elen's anxiety: Mulliken's Nobel Prize lecture was well organized, and delivered with unusual direct ness. But Kasha believes that R obert's early style inhibited the general understanding and use of the molecular orbital theory by others for quite some time.
Early in 1964 Robert accepted a visiting professorship at Florida State University, at Kasha's Institute of Molecular Biophysics in Tallahassee, and took to driving there every winter with Mary Helen. (He listed driving as one of his recreations, and Norman Sheppard once heard him recall a drive from Oxford to Cambridge in the course of which, because of having to drive on the wrong side of the road, he "bounced gently off the kerb most of the way.") A topic that occupied much of his attention in the Tallahassee period was the Rydberg states of molecules such as H2 and He2; he showed that many of them have unexpectedly large maxima in their potential energy curves.
His foreign travels continued, and honours continued to descend. In January 1965 an International Symposium on Atomic and Molecular Quantum Theory was held in his honour at the University of Florida on Sanibel Island; John Slater and Charles Coulson spoke about his life and work. He took particular pleasure in sharing with a fellow Nobel Prizeman the Chicagoan of the Year Award in 1966. The last time I met Robert was again in Paris, at a meeting of the Institut de la Vie in June 1967.1 had sent him a copy of a piece I had written for the Scientist about his Nobel Prize, and earlier that month he had signed the book as a Foreign Member of the Royal Society of London. He said he hoped I would write his Biographical Memoir when the time came.
In 1969 Robert and Mary Helen visited Newburyport for the dedication of the newly created Mulliken Way, and the following year they spent three months in San Jose, where Enrico Clementi had arranged for Mulliken to use the IBM 360/91 computer! Robert treated the machine with a deference appropriate to the oracle at Delphi. "I awaited the answers with eager anticipation and excitement and often with fear and trembling lest I had phrased my questions in a way that might be distasteful to the machine" (B 250).
The year 1975 saw the publication, after 15 years' gestation, of "The Fat Book": The selected papers o f Robert S. Mulliken (B 238) edited by Donald A. Ramsay and Jurgen Hinze. As well as the papers themselves, the book contains some fascinating autobio graphical notes and a number of commentaries by Mulliken himself. His work on molecular complexes is not represented in the anthology, nor the early work on isotopes; but the collection includes the most influential papers on molecular structure and spectra, as well his totally unreadable "Report on Molecular Orbital Theory, Parts I-IV", the English translation of his 1948 lecture in Paris. As Charles Coulson gently put it in the Mulliken tribute volume:
It would be a great mistake to suppose that Mulliken's articles are easy to read. There must be many people who have wished that sometimes some amanuensis could have been provided to simplify the presentation -or even to restrict the number of footnotes to a table of numerical values, or to limit the qualifications that appeared to be necessary in any general statement.
One of Mulliken's lifelong crusades was to secure agreement on matters of spec troscopic notation and nomenclature, and he seems to have largely succeeded. "The Fat Book includes his famous Report on notation for the spectra o f polyatomic molecules, published in 1955 (B 162). It appeared anonymously, as Robert forgot to add his name at the proof stage, but few spectroscopists could have been in doubt about its authorship.
His 80th birthday was celebrated at the Ohio State Spectroscopy Symposium at Columbus, Ohio in June 1976; in May 1977 the Tenth Midwest Theoretical Chemistry Conference was held in his honour at the Argonne National Laboratory; and in October 1978 the University of Chicago held an Anniversary Symposium to celebrate his 50 years as a member of the Faculty. Herzberg recalls Robert being somewhat tongue-tied in his responses on the last occasion.
T h e LAST YEARS
Late in 1972, after the Mullikens seventh winter in Florida, Mary Helen suffered a stroke, and had to be moved into a nursing home. Robert had to give up the winter visits to Tallahassee. After his wife's death in 1975 Robert recalled their time together in these terms:
In Mary Helen's life with me in Chicago there were of course ups and downs in the impact of the external world upon us. Mary Helen was normally in reasonable though not exuberant health. However, if a crisis occurred, she always rose at once to the occasion. She assumed full control of herself and the situation no matter how she had been feeling mentally or physically. I admired her for this superb exercise of will power. (B 250) R obert's younger daughter Valerie came to live with him in D orchester Avenue. Easter Sunday 1983 was Valerie's birthday, and Robert and his grandson Wesley were with her. "Tragically, she became unwell. After a while her breathing stopped and she could not be resuscitated (B 250) . The reader of R obert's autobiography is left to wonder why the circumstances of Valerie's death are so cursorily described. "Sadly, Valerie's friends and I, her father, and her other relatives were left with only fond memories of h e r ... But life must go o n .. . " (B 250).
In July of the same year Robert was invited by Edward Teller and Glenn Seaborg to attend a Golden Plate dinner of the American Academy of Achievement, to be awarded membership of the Academy. The new awardees were "captains of achieve ment" in every imaginable field of endeavour, from singers and baseball coaches to bankers and politicians; each was called on to make a short speech and Robert was told afterwards that his own speech had received a standing ovation. "Later on", he writes, "thinking over my performance, I felt that perhaps I had got rid of a long standing inferiority complex" (B 250). In the autobiography he gives more space to this accolade than to the award, a few months earlier, of the Priestley Medal of the American Chemical Society -the highest honour that the society can bestow.
In the last few years of his life, after a conversation with Thomas Kuhn, Robert Mulliken decided to write his autobiography. Bernard Ransil, the colleague who had so successfully directed the ab initio computations on diatomic molecules, kindly undertook to help him, and visited him every summer to follow the progress of the manuscript, as well as engaging in frequent lengthy telephone conversations with Robert between visits. The manuscript was completed in 1983, although the finishing touches were not added until January 1986. When Herzberg last visited Mulliken in Chicago in April 1985, they talked mainly about politics; but Robert "did mention that he was looking for a publisher for his autobiography".
R e t r o s p e c t
Robert Mulliken was an honourable man and a dedicated scientist. A more culti vated, hard-working and fair-minded person you could not hope to meet. His scientific papers display a rare attention to detail, and a Mulliken misprint is a collector's piece. If his papers are exceptionally difficult to read, that is partly because of their subject matter, but partly also because most of them have the character of soliloquies rather than messages to other scientists. He may have been less successful in relating to people than in unlocking nature's secrets, but at least one of his collaborations generated ideas that altered the whole edifice of molecular science. 
